The contrast of calcifications in images of breast tissue specimens using a synchrotron-based diffraction enhanced imaging (DEI) apparatus has been measured and is compared to the contrast in images acquired using a conventional synchrotron-based radiographic imaging modality. DEI is an imaging modality which derives image contrast from x-ray absorption, refraction and small-angle scatter-rejection (extinction), unlike conventional radiographic techniques, which can only derive contrast from absorption. DEI is accomplished by inserting an analyser crystal in the beam path between the sample and the detector. Two of the three breast tissue specimens contained calcifications associated with cancer, while a third contained benign calcifications. Results of the image analysis indicate that the DEI contrast of images taken with the analyser crystal tuned to the peak of its rocking curve, was as much as 19 times that of the conventional radiograph, with an average of 5.5 for all calcifications. This improved image contrast for even near-pixel-size calcifications suggests potential utility for DEI in breast imaging.
Introduction
Experiments have been conducted in which calcifications in breast tissue have been imaged using a synchrotron-based diffraction enhanced imaging (DEI) apparatus. The images acquired using DEI were compared to images of the same specimens acquired using conventional 5 Present address: Department of Medical Physics, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706, USA. radiographic techniques with respect to the contrast of the calcifications in the images. Specimens included three mastectomized breasts, from which the contrasts of 96 calcifications were computed and tabulated.
The presence of a cluster of calcifications in the breast as revealed by a mammogram may suggest that the patient has breast cancer. Several studies have suggested the relationship of calcifications to breast disease, as well as their imaging properties on mammography and their chemical composition (Carroll et al 1994 , Cowen et al 1997 , Fandos-Morera et al 1988 , Galkin et al 1977 , Galkin et al 1982 , Olson et al 1988 , Radi 1989 , Suratt et al 1991 , Winston et al 1993 . Calcifications can vary in size, morphology, chemical composition and density (Winston et al 1993) . The major method used for distinguishing benign and malignant calcifications is the assessment of their size, shape and density with compression magnification views. If calcifications are considered suspicious, they are submitted to imaging guided needle or open ical biopsy (Parker et al 1994) . In Winston's study, calcifications composed of calcium oxalate and calcium phosphate ranged in size from <0.1 mm to 2 mm, though no correlation was seen with the type of calcification and diagnosis (benign or malignant). In contrast, Surratt et al reported in 1991 that calcium oxalate typically occurred in benign processes in the breast, while calcium phosphate had occurred in both benign and malignant processes.
Calcifications may be difficult to detect by mammography, although this is the best technique currently available. A calcification of higher density than the surrounding tissue will be seen more easily than one of lower density or of smaller size. Quantifying the contrast of a calcification can be a challenging task even with digital mammography. Sophisticated image processing techniques are often employed (computer aided diagnosis) to improve detectability, since the contrast is often very low making detection of the calcifications compared to the surrounding tissue very difficult (for example, Bazzani et al 2001 , Brake and Karssenmeijer 1999 , Chen and Lee 1997 , Cheng and Lui 1998 , Gavrielides and Lo 2000 , Giger 1999 , Netsch and Peitgren 1999 , Wang and Karayiannis 1998 .
DEI is an imaging modality which derives image contrast from absorption, refractive effects and small-angle scatter-rejection (Chapman et al 1997 , Hasnah et al 2002 , Keyrilainen et al 2002 , Kiss et al 2003 . In a study of seven breast cancer specimens using DEI, digital radiography and histologic correlation, Pisano et al (2000) found that DEI improved conspicuity of lesion detail compared with digital radiography. This study, however, did not address the issue of calcification detection.
Theory
The theory of DEI appears in greater detail elsewhere in the literature (Chapman et al 1997 , Suortti and Thomlinson 2003 and is summarized here. In order to visualize contrast mechanisms other than absorption in an object, a typical DEI image is acquired with the placement of a diffraction crystal between the object and the detector. It should be noted for clarification that DEI images have been defined here as any image acquired with the analyser crystal in the beam path. X-rays passing through object will undergo refraction as well as absorption. The refraction occurring within the object, on the order of micro-radian deviations from the incoming beam, depending on thickness and density variations, leads to intensity changes. The analyser crystal will convert the angular change in the beam due to refraction into an intensity change, resulting in an enhancement to the contrast. Refraction is separated from the absorption by acquiring an image pair with the analyser set to diffract on each side of the rocking curve.
Image contrast is defined as the ratio of the difference between the pixel values of the feature and the average background to the average background. For the synchrotron radiograph and peak images, this is denoted by C rad,peak = I background,(rad/peak) − I min,(rad/peak) I background,(rad/peak) ,
where the subscripts indicate the background or minimum intensity value in the radiograph or peak images. The radiographic contrast can also be characterized by comparing the difference between the average background and the sample to the noise level of the background. This signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) is defined as
where σ is the rms noise level. Similarly, a SNR is defined for the refraction image as well. For the refraction image there is no analogous contrast because the average background is approximately zero (Kiss et al 2003) . Thus the definition is given by
where θ R,max and θ R,min are respectively, the maximum and minimum values in the refraction image, and σ ref is one standard deviation of the refraction signal from the average background. The direct comparison of the DEI to the radiograph, in terms of their ability to provide contrast for calcifications, is accomplished through the ratio of the peak contrast to the radiographic contrast, and the refraction SNR to the radiographic SNR. These two quantities are called the peak gain and refraction gain, respectively, and were introduced in a previous paper (Kiss et al 2003) . The peak gain is given by
and the refraction gain is given by
Equation (5) is only valid if the combined dose used to obtain the two DEI images on the sides of the rocking curve is equal to the dose used to obtain the radiograph. Gains larger than unity would indicate that the DEI technique exploits contrast mechanisms not possible through conventional techniques.
Experiment
Experiments were performed at the X-15A beamline of the National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the setup in both the radiography and DEI modes. A double crystal Bragg monochromator provided x-rays at 18 keV in a beam of 1 mm high and 125 mm wide. An ionization chamber (not shown in the figure) monitored this imaging beam to determine the skin entry dose at the sample. Typical dosages used were 1-2 mGy. A fast shutter system was used to control the exposure to the detector. The shutter opened when the scanning stage was at a constant velocity and was closed at the end of the scan range before the stage was slowed to a stop. The dose was controlled by a combination of incident beam Lucite absorbers and the scanning speed. For DEI images, an additional silicon [333] analyser crystal was placed in the beam path between the sample and the detector. The detector was tilted by an angle corresponding to twice the Bragg angle of the analyser so that it was perpendicular to the beam diffracted by the analyser. The analyser was tuned by rotating it about its horizontal axis. A second ionization chamber measured the exit dose and the image was recorded using a Fuji HR5 image plate. Image plates were read out using a Fuji BAS2500 Image Plate Reader. The HR5 is a 0.5 mm thick plastic sheet coated with a photostimulable phosphor (BaFB:Eu 2+ ). The pixel size on the image plate reader was set to 50 µm, but it should be noted that the point spread function of the image plate has a FWHM value around 141 µm, or 2.8 pixels (Kiss et al 2002) . The PSF is a potentially significant factor in the detectability of small details.
Synchrotron-based radiographs were obtained by placing the image plate on the sample stage, perpendicular to the beam, and scanning the sample and plate together through the beam. The beam was collimated by traversing the monochromator crystals, eliminating the need for additional anti-scattering devices. DEI images were obtained by scanning the sample and the image plate in opposite directions. Raw images were obtained with the analyser crystal tuned to the Bragg angle (peak images), or on either side of the Bragg peak at angles corresponding to half the FWHM value of the rocking curve.
This experiment was granted exemption from the review by the University of North Carolina Internal Review Board (UNC-IRB), since the mastectomy specimens would have been discarded if they were not used in this experiment. Three specimens were imaged. The samples were all approximately 1 cm thick. Sample 1 was a pathological sample with no diagnosis of breast disease and the calcifications were not associated with a malignant process. Sample 2 was obtained from a mastectomy containing DCIS as well as invasive ductal carcinoma. Sample 3 was also obtained from a mastectomy and contained invasive lobular carcinoma, with associated calcifications. All samples were fixed in 10% buffered formalin and imaged in distilled water. Table 1 contains a summary of specimen details. An experienced radiologist (EDP) verified the presence of calcifications in all specimens. Figure 2 shows sample 2 as an example of the type of images acquired on the beamline: (a) peak image, (b) radiograph and (c) refraction image. Determining the contrast for the calcifications was accomplished using the following method: the candidate features were identified in both the radiograph and the peak image. Several vertical line profiles (the image intensity along a column of pixels) were traced through each feature, from which the minimum pixel value of the feature was recorded. This was then compared to the average value from pixels surrounding the feature (i.e., the background). The contrast for both the radiograph and Refraction SNR 4 ± 1 4± 2 4± 1 Radiograph SNR 4 ± 1 3± 1 2 . 0± 0.6 Refraction gain 1.1 ± 0.5 1.6 ± 1.2 1.9 ± 0.7 peak images was calculated using equation (1), by averaging the results of the line profiles for each feature. Figure 3 shows an example of the line profiles of one of the calcifications in sample 2 (highlighted by the box in figure 2) from the peak image, the radiograph, as well as the refraction image. The size of each feature was determined by measuring the average width of the intensity profile perpendicular to the longitudinal axis in several locations (three to seven) along the calcification in the peak image. These measurements assume that the calcifications were approximately cylindrical or spherical in shape. It is understood that calcifications associated with malignant processes tend not to be spherical or cylindrical, but this assumption is adequate for the initial analysis. Closer observation of peak images revealed that several of the calcifications were actually aggregates of two or more smaller calcifications. Histograms of the calcification size distribution are plotted in figure 4 . The size of each bin in the histogram was determined based on the uncertainty in the measurement of the sizes of the calcifications for each sample. Samples 1 and 3 (figures 4(a) and (b), respectively) show distributions skewed towards the smaller sizes, while sample 2 had a more balanced distribution. Table 1 shows some statistics on these distributions. Sample 1 (benign) had the largest range of sizes (0.51 mm, compared to 0.46 mm for sample 2 and 0.22 mm for sample 3) as well as the highest average particle size (0.29 mm). Sample 3 had both the smallest average size and the smallest size range.
Results and discussion
Results of the contrast measurements are plotted in figure 5 for the samples in both radiograph and peak image (see table 2). Vertical error bars represent one standard deviation from mean values. Two features are readily apparent in the figure. First of all, in all three samples, contrast in the peak images are consistently higher than that in the radiographs, suggesting that DEI demonstrates improved contrast, even for pixel-sized and near-pixel-sized calcifications. Secondly, contrast in the radiograph images, dominated by absorption, has a smaller vertical spread in the data than the DEI images. This is due in part to the fact that DEI is more sensitive to the uniformity of the calcifications, which will have an impact on the apparent image contrast. Another contributing factor is the extinction capability of DEI, which results in the exploitation of additional contrast mechanisms not possible with conventional radiographic techniques. Calcifications tend to be an agglomeration of material of varying homogeneity, which results in varying degree of scatter-rejection in DEI. shows that the two distributions of data points are qualitatively equal. This suggests that there is no significant improvement in contrast of the refraction image over the radiograph. Figure 7 contains plots of the peak and refraction gain values for all three samples as a function of calcification size. It is clear for all three samples that the DEI peak gain is consistently greater than unity, independent of size, and the average gain ranges from 1.8 for sample 1 up to 8 for sample 3. All three samples tend to have higher gain values as the calcification size decreases, with a local maximum around 0.20-0.30 mm. A similar feature was noted previously with DEI images of nylon wires (Kiss et al 2003) . This behaviour is explained in the following manner. Absorption tends to dominate in the larger calcifications since in this case the x-rays travel a longer path through the object and therefore undergo greater attenuation. Larger calcifications attenuate more radiation through absorption than smaller ones, which in turn results in high contrast, while little improvement is achieved using DEI. As the size of the calcification is decreased, so is the path length through it, resulting in proportionally lower attenuation through absorption and scatter rejection becomes the dominant contrast mechanism for DEI. For pixel-sized calcifications, the refraction and peak gains are both below their respective maxima. The peak gain for small objects indicates that the scatter rejection seems to be the dominant contrast mechanism.
It is also noteworthy that the refraction gain values were approximately independent of the size of the calcifications in all three samples, with average values ranging from 1.1 in sample 1 up to 1.9 in sample 3. These follow the same trend, as the peak gain, when comparing benign and cancerous samples. Due to the ultra-small-angle scattering of the micro-domains in the calcifications, the rocking curves through the calcifications are broadened. This reduces sensitivity to refraction from the overall shape of calcifications. Thus, the refraction contrast from a calcification is smaller than that from a nylon wire, as is observed experimentally. Calcifications that are 0.14 mm in size and smaller may give misleading results in the contrast and gain values due to the FWHM value of the detector PSF, which was noted in the previous section. The PSF limits the accuracy in which the sizes of these small objects can be determined. Therefore, the error in the size measurement tends to be approximately equal to the size estimate. It is expected that the gain value will decrease from the stated levels for near pixel-sized calcifications. This too is noteworthy because it implies a lower limit on detectability of small objects depends greatly on the detector characteristics, most notably the PSF. 
Conclusion
This study compares the contrast rendered by synchrotron-based DEI to conventional synchrotron-based radiography for human breast tissue specimens containing calcifications. There is an improvement in contrast for diffraction enhanced images over radiographs, especially for the peak images, while the refraction images show very little improvement. The gain values for the calcifications were consistently greater than unity, indicating that the DEI technique is a potential improvement over normal radiography in revealing the presence of calcifications. Although this gain level decreases for pixel-sized objects, the improved contrast for even the smallest calcifications might provide utility if DEI is developed as a clinical breast imaging tool. It should be noted that the limited number of samples investigated in this study cannot establish a clear relationship between image contrast and malignancy. But the results are noteworthy to merit further study. Future work would require many more samples to determine if calcifications in malignant conditions differ systematically from calcifications in benign breast disease.
DEI peak images exhibited a distinct improvement in the contrast of calcifications when compared to the normal radiograph. If DEI can be developed for clinical use, the resulting improved contrast might ultimately improve the detection of breast calcifications and the clinical diagnosis of early breast cancer, specifically ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS).
